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ABSTRACT 
Tne tracer oxygen diffusivity in U0 ? has been measu-ed along 

the lower two phase boundary. The diffusion couple consisted of two 
matched nypostoichiometric uranium dioxide wafers, one enriched with 
'°J and tne otner normal. These two were pressed together witn a 
vond of liquid uranium in between. After a diffusion annsal the 0 
concentration profile was determined by ion microprobe mass analysis, 
f'-om which diffusion coefficients were obtained. The results showed 
nucn nigher diffusion coefficients than those of stoichiometric UCL. 
This directly proved that the major aefect species in J0 ? is tne 
anion vacancy. Activation energy of anion vacancy migration was 
:--i;jred to oe 1L.7 ± 3.0 <cal/.mole. A diffusion model established for 
J.1, ano jj,. snowed that in stoicniometric UO, ootn interst i t lal s ^±x 2 
i-v va:a n:ies c~ntrioute significantly to oxygen diffusion and neither 
;an oe neglected; at I4Q0'C their contributions are about equal. Tnis 
Tiodel w*s extended to near]y stoicniometric U 0 ? ± to predict oxygen 
diffusion coefficients in tnese stoicniometry ranges. Also deduced 
fry.n tne model were tne -ren<el defect energy and entropy of 35.6 ± 9.2 
<cal r'-tiole and 13.2 * 7.3 e.u., respectively. Using these values, the 
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contribution of Frenkel disorder to the excess enthalpy of 00 ? was 
evaluated. Calculation showed that Frenkel disorder accounts for 
37 percent of the excess enthalpy at 3000°K. A fimple two Dand model 
for electronic excitation, with a band gap of 2.0 ev and effective 
electron mass of 7.6 m , accounted for the remainder of the excess e 
entna 1 D y. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

I.i Statement of the Topic 

Transport phenomena in uranium dioxide are of importance in under

standing the behavior of fuel elements during reactor operation. LMr3R 

fuel pins are designed to be operated at nighe temperatures and mucn 

steeoer temperature gradients than conventional tnennal reactor fuels. 

-V:'-JSS tne 3 nm radius of a fuel pin, tne temperature varies from aoout 

'TOO'C at tne center to aoout 700'C at the cladding. These extreme 

.onditions cause a variety of phenomena, including grain growth, 

fission product migration, oxygen redistribution, and actinide 

--edistriout ion. 

,)*ygen diffusion is of special interest oeciuse of man/ different 

;intr ipjt i ins of the oxygen-uranium ratio and t^e oxygen potential to 

fie 'jnoamental properties of tne oxide, "or example, tne tnernal 

: ii I'iC t I J 11 v of tne o<ide :nanat;s witn 0/j ratio so t'lat tne local 0/J 

•Ml'is a ^ e : t f w temperature profile witmn the *uel element. T m s 

••'•'o-rj'. j'e O'-r'i'e •; directl/ related to 'uei <• estr uct jr i ng, oor^ 

• ;• :' 'vi, -'_ ., in] ill tnese orooe^'ies an? pnenomena are 

.,• ••-•-J ; »:.->j. 

*ne -^, j-s'i pn-'nt •• a', j'so olays an I apart an: .-3; e n nany asoec's 

T • ne o< de "uel, ---o~ *uel faori;ation to ov/qen --edistr isjtion and 

• -.-1' -; 1 i ]J m 3 -"eactim. 'ne oxvqen potential jt tne fuel deternries 

'" ' arqe jjrt .vietne'' >•" not *-!ie '" je :an ;orr)tje tne metallic cladding. 

;.i o^je-- t) J i i m n e I T > taction and accomodate tne increase of tne 

"v.jen ."teitiai ov 'lssion processes, tne initial composition of tne 

> .:•' T J-• • ">•" _'•'<-" 3-< is Jjsignei to oe 'voostoicniOTietnc. 
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There nave Deen many studies, both tneoretical and experimental, 
of oxycen diffusion in stoichiometric U 0 ? and hyperstoichiometric 
J0, + [1-L1]. However, similar measurements in nypostoichiometric 
JO, nave never oeen attempted mainly becuase of U0 o is a defect 2-x 2-x 
structure staDle only at high temperatures (see Fig. 1) so that its 
oxygen diffusion coefficient is most lkely large enough to render 
conventional 'netnods unworxaole. For example, in the gas-solid 
lSutopic excnange method, the gas phase mass transfer step or tne 
surface isotopic excnange steo may be rate-controlling. Also, since 
tne equilibrium oxygen potential of nypostoichiometric uranium dioxide 
is extremely low, 't would ne very difficult, if not impossible, to 
control tne gas stream to maintain stoichiometry during the diffusion 
anneal, ^ven if this could be acnieved, it is doubtful that this small 
jxygen potential could be successfully isotopically monitored for 
illusion measurements. 

Together m t n tnermodynamic information, transport data contribute 
:'j'.tiy to tie understanding or the defect structure of uranium 
••ix':-_-. Nevertheless, considerable uncertainty remains as to tne 
* inda^nta i asoects of tne defect properties and transport mechanisms 
•> •_•!•: jxiae. Jne of tne difficulties lies in tne fact tnat there are 

1 t'-i'isoci'-c data in J0 ? , wnicn is anotner reason wny measurement 
' cxvjen Jiffjsion in JO, is urgently needed. 

. -review if Previous Wor< 
,->e 2" :•>€ earliest experiments reported was by Aus<ern et al. [2]. 

-.--. c o n e e n i g wor<, the oxygen self-diffusion coefficient in U0-, 

., »as measured using tne isotopic excnange reaction between 
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Figure 1. Oxygen-uranium phase-equilibrium _ystem [18]. 



18 uranium dioxide powders and 0 enriched carbon dioxide gas. They 
reported that for essentially stoichiometric U0~, the oxygen diffusion 
coefficient in the temperature range 550-780°C could be represented by 
D = 1.2 x 10^ exp(-65300/RT). The activation energy was verified in 
later studies [1,7]. However, the pre-exponential factor was 
aDnormally hign compared to later studies, both experimental [1] and 
theoretical [9]. Systematic error due tc the large variation in the 
average particle diameter is a possible reason. Also reported was the 
activation energy of 29.7 Kcal/mole for hyperstoichiome^ric U 0 ? + . 
From these two activation energies Auskern et al. [2] calculated the 
Frenkel defect formation energy of 70 kcal/mole, assuming that the 
interstitialcy mechanism of oxygen diffusion applies to both U0 ? and 
u o 2 + x . 

In an unpublished work, Roberts et al. [7] made a more systematic 
attempt to obtain diffusion coefficients as a function of stoichiometry. 
Using single crystal U0 ?, they measured activation energies of 
23 Kcal/mole, 30 kcal/mole and 69 kcal/mole for stoichiometrics of 
2.03, 2.01, and 2.001, respectively in the temperature range of 
1200-1600°C. These values are in fair agreement witn those of Auskern 
and Belle [2J. 

The two studies used the indirect gas-solid isotopic exchange 
method, which possesses some inherent problems [ U 4 ] . By performing a 
direct diffusion couple experiment Marin et al. [1] attempted to over
come the pitfalls of the gas exchange method. They employed massive 
samples of normal U 0 2 which were coated with a thin layer of U0 ? powder 
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i P highly enriched in 0. Then the couples were annealed, sectioned, 
18 and analyzed for 0 penetration. The results were fitted by 

D=0.26exp(-59300/RT). The activation energy compares reasonably well 
with that found by Auskern et al. [2]. 

Using the same method, Contamin et al. [3] investigated the 
diffusion of oxygen in hyperstoichiometric U 0 ? + . In the temperature 
range of 400-900°C an activation energy of 21 kcal/mole, independent 
of stoichiometry, was obtained. They systematically investigated the 
dependence of diffusion coefficient on stoichiometry as well as temper
ature, and they observed a sharp increase in diffusion coefficient 
with x of U 0 2 + in the vicinity of x=0. An activation energy of 
21 kcal/mole was obtained for x > 0.006. Also an attempt was made to 
correlate the D with x at various temperatures. 

Similar work was reported by Murch et al. [6] for U 0 ? + . For 
U0 2 0 8 they reported D=6.25 x 10" 4 exp(-23100/RT) over the temperature 
range of 560-800°C. The pre-exponential factor and the activation 
energy were in good agreement with those of Contamin et al. [3]. 

Over the years it was thought that the anion vacancy migration 
energy might not be so high that the vacancy mechanism to be neglected 
as a contributor in stoichiometric and near-stoichiometric U0 ?. 
This theory is supported largely by the experimental results on anion 
diffusion in other isostructural anion-deficient oxides such as 
CeO, [12,13] and Pu0~_ x [14,15]. In these studies the anion migra
tion energy was measured in substantially hypostoichiometric specimen 
so tnat the diffusion process was controlled by the vacancy mechanism; 
also the activation energy would not contain the defect formation 
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energy. All of the results showed t'r.al the vacancy migration energies 
were within the range of 4-12 kcal/mole, which was compared with 
21-30 kcal/mole for interstitial migration energy in U 0 ? + mentioned 
earlier. In addition, Catlow et al. [16] substantiated these values 
witn a theoretically determined value of 5.8 kcal/moie for vacancy 
migration in UCL . From this standpoint, Murch et al. [9] 
attempted a theoretical calculation of diffusion coefficient of oxygen 
in UCL, , assuming that diffusion in UCL and UCL. is controlled 2=x 3 c. 2*x 
not only by interstitials but also by vacancies at the same time. 
Their predictions are reasonably close to the experimental values .it 
nign temperature stoichiometric UCL and to tha data of Contamin 
et al. [3] for U C L + . Similar attempts were made by Breitung [8] 
using a simpler model. 
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2. THEORY 
2.1 Methods of Diffusion Experiment 

It was indicated in the previous chapter that conventional methods 
are difficult to apply in hypostoichiometric UCL . In this chapter 
these methods will be reviewed and the theoretical basis of the present 
experiment will be introduced. 
2.1.1. Gas-Solid Isotopic Exchange Method 

As applied in the worxs of Aus<ern et al. [2] and Roberts 
et al. [7], tne diffusion anneal is followed by a mass spectrometric 
analysis of the 0/ 0 ratio of the gas phase, one of the two 

1 R constituents (gas or solid) being tagged with 0. For this indirect 
method to be workable in uranium dioxide, several experimental 
conditions must be satified: 

(1) Gas-solid surface exchange stes should not be the rate con
trolling step. 

(2) Gas phase mass transfer - ,ould not be the rate controlling 
step. 

(3) The partial pressure of oxygen in the gas should be materia:! to 
the equiliarium oxygen potential of tne so'id urania in order 
to maintain the original stoichiometry throughout tne experi
ment 

Employing this method in nypostoichiometric UCL might violate 
tne first and second conditions Decause the UCL phase exists only 
at high temperatures and therefore tie diffusion in solid phase is 
prooaDly extremely fast. In regard to the tnird condition, since tne 
oxide Should oe in the form of powder in order to provide large surface 



area, the stoichiometry of the samples *ould be extremely vulnerable 
:o tie surrounding gas. especially at the high temperatures. 

The most convenient, way of achieving 3 desired oxygen potentials 
is 3v a mixture of C0 ?-C0 or ri?0-H„. for example, the equilibrium 
oxygen potential of UO, ,„ at 1700°C is -L70 <cal/inole, which is 
equivalent to C0 ?/C0 n = 4x10 and H^O/HU = 10"° at tnis temperature. 
rne C,)?/C0 ratio is so low that it would oe extremely difficult to 
acnieve. The H ?0/H ? ratio could be cont.oiled in this range fairiy well, 

Dut no' easily. However, since the H ?0 is the only oxygen-carrying 
1P, species, it would be difficult to detect minute changes in the 0 

fraction in such a small amount. 
From these standpoints, this method does not seem to be appropriate 

for UO. . 2-x 
IA.2 Diffusion Couple (layer-solid) Method 

19, In this method two UO, pellets, one enriched with 0 and the 
10 ] c 

other normal, are placed in contact. 0 and 0 interdiffuse when 
the couple is heated. Unlike the gas-solid isotopic exchange method, 
Inis is a direct lurement of diffusion and there are none of the 
• merent systematic errors or difficulties in « r;ng gases. However, 
accomplisning a truly good contact between two solids is difficult. 
Contamin et al. [2] overcame this difficulty by depositing a tnin layer 

18 13 
of 11 " 0 , (10-^0 um) by decanting a suspension of U 0 ? in ethyl 
aiconol. ?airs of samples with enriched layers in contact were 
annealed in vacuum for several hours under pressure at low temperature 
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in order to promote good contact. They were then diffusion annealed 
18 

in hydrogen and argon, and then sectioned to determine 0 profile 
using spark mass spectrometry and ion mass analysis. 

Murch et al. [6] used a technique that differed only in toil a 
ID 

thicker deposit (-150 urn) of 0-enriched U0, was used. 
There are numerous ways to investigate the concentration profile 

otner than by upar< mass spectrometry and ion mass analysis, which are 
described elsewhere [11]. 
2.2 Experimental Technique of the Present Study (Solid-Solid Method) 

In order to eliminate the experimental difficulties and 
uncertainties of a layer-bulk diffusion couple, a bulk-bulk couple was 
utilized instead. The diffusion coup ne consisted of two U0 ?_ wafers, 18 one of wnich was enriched with 0. As mentioned previously, this 
technique has the difficulty in achieving good contact between two 
wafers. Calculation showed that the vapor pressure of U0 ? is too low 
for sufficient oxygen transport from one side to inotner through a 
vacuum gap. 

To avoid this interfacial resistance, the wafers were bonded 
toqetner by liquid uranium. Liquid uranium is believed to nave a suf
ficiently high solubility [17-20] so that the liquid metal bond should 
transport oxygen from one wafer to the other quite efficiently. This 
technique is equivalent to reduction of the neat transfer resistance 
in tne fuel-cladding gap of carbide fuel pins by sodium oonding. 

However, since the diffusion coefficient in liquid uranium is 
different from that in solid urania, the problem had to be analyzed 

with t m s effect included. 
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In order not to perturo the stoichiometry of the wafers by the 

oresence of liquid uranium, the experiments were performed only in 

'J'.)+'J0? two-phase region. In this system, the stoichiometrics to 

oe studied were fixed automatically by the temperatures and tnerefore 

tne diffusion measurements would be only on 0/U ratios along the lower 

"oase boundary (Fig. 1). 
;,3 i'neo^etical analysis 

in order to measure tne diffusion coefficient, tne 0 profile 

nas to DO fit.ted to an analytic solution of the diffusion equation, 

wnicn should include the effect of the liquid uranium layer at t-ie 

interface. Th-is can be obtained by solving the diffusion equation witn 

aooropriate Doundary conditions. The diffusion equation can be written 

in dimensionless form: 

3i> a <t> 
3 * . I in 

(1) 

••I'le-'e 4 = — - — , y = 0 lso top ic r a t i o = ,.-. +<r 
1 o 0 0 

= i n i t i a l isotopic r a t i o of 0 in 0-enricv?d wafer 

13 = i n i t i a l isotop ic r a t i o of 0 in normal wafer. 

•> 

"it/-"1-, 0 is diffusion coefficient, t is time, P is the thic<-

ness of one wafer, n = - , i is tne distance measured from 

the surface of tie enriched wafer. 
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The geometry of the diffusion couple is depicted in Fig. 2. The 
initial condition can oe written as: 

l.C. iS(n,0) = 1 , 0< n<l 
[ 2 ) 

£(i,0) = J , l<n<2 

>ince aotn ends are insu la ted; 

cS.C.l | ^ * 0 at -, = 0 

(3) 

& = 0 at n = 2 3n 

Tnroughout the calculation it is assumed that the liquid uranium tnic<-
ness 6 is very small, i.e., s«l and that the wafers are infinite 
s labs. 

18 At tne interface, the 0 flux is continuous: 

J - -3 ;-#] _. = -o :-#] + ( 4 ) 

wnere '13 is tne concentration of 0 ir• UO, 
2-x 

u = V = :o"; i yr'o )^ ;D' 

.inere Z is tne total oxygen concentration in U3-, 
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Figure 2. Geometry of the d i f f u s i o n couple 
bonded by l i q u i d uranium. 



inus, 

-Jn J 

P C o ( y l - y o ) ,-a«, 
? "3n V (6) 

7ne J flux in tne liquid uranium can De written as: 

.-•/,] . 

H is jxygen diffusion coefficient in liquid uramun, 1,^ is 

t'le " J concentration in tne liquid jraniu:n, and 5 is tne tmc<ness 

of tie liquid uraniui:. Assuming isotopic equiliorum at tne interface 

of JO, and liquid uranium, ? - < 

-13 ~oy = ^ V ( y r V (3, 

wnere C is tne solum lity of oxygen in liquid uranium. !"nus, 

from :q. ' 7} 

,u<-;i 
'J 'o 

—- ;w 
•'••TH me symmetric nature i f tne ooo ie " ! , j i f i e :enter j r tne 

l i q j n uranium laye 1", 6 - 1 ' at i l l t rues, ana £q. ,!'•• can oe 

" J o lav ed ;w: 
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T777T ' yi ( y , - y j ( « 2> 
J U 0 0 
T777T W l 7 ' 10 i 

ius, from iqs. (6) and ( 1 0 ) , we nave: 

= -S[t 

• 3 n J , + 

,L 
1 1 i 

„u u 
0 ' "0 

" n e r e d ; 15 IT72T C~ •; i^> 

Tne parameter 3 represents tne overall conductance of the liquid 

uranium layer for oxygen. The nigner tne value B, tne less resistance 

is j*'ered oy tne liquid uranium layer to oxygen transport across the 

interface. This parameter depends mainly jpon tne soluDility of oxygen 

m liquid uranium, w m c n is not very well estaolisned experimentally 

dnd snows a large disagreement among different investigators _ 1 7 - ? 0 ] . 

•oweve'", even use of tne most oessimistic data yields 3 values that 

o-jr-TMt nodes* diffusion 'ates. Tne oniy factor in i that can oe con-

t'ji'ei is •;. Tnerefore, it is important to minimize the t m c < n e s s o-

tne liquid uranium layer. 
r r . m £qs. ' 1 i, ( I ), [ 3 i, and [lij, i can oe solved to yield _Zi\: 

1 . v . " ^ 4 = ^ 1 ^ 
n = l 

{ ( . - V ' ? * i2} '.oii*nz> sinic n. ) 
I;; r-<} 113) 
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J 's are positive roots of [i:)tan(3f)-B=0. The oest values of D ano 
I arc sojgnt to fit f>e date po'nts from tne diffjsion experiments to 
-:q. 'A3). 



3,. £ <PE=IMEf'JTAu - SAMPLE P3E 3A3ATI0N 

As was indicated previously, two reduced UO, wafers are needed: 

,>,,! -nricned in 0 and tne otner normal. The overall procedure for 

.i-iiDi-e preparation can oe described as follows: 
L3 •,1i Preparation of U 0-, 

,13. :t ion :if jj I>MI J1" J-, 

: 3et-.""r ''iat ion -if s t o i c n i o m e t r y of tne reduced s a m p l e . 

icn -,ieo is descr.oed in detail P e l o w . 

. . - 1'--•paration or 'J 0 

.' L L I_i 'leory 

''' ito'ns m 'Ju, wet"e replaced py 0 using O-enriched 

•vater v^.l percent "O-enricned water was ootained from Mound 

^aoor ̂ t.vy i, at mgn temperature: 

, 1 O T * ^i-, ,13-i , J6n : i4) 

•IT so, it .vas neces:ary to maintain tne original stoicniometry, 
13 "•Hi wi^ achieved oy mixing ri» and H, 0 in tne ratio tnat 

"ne eqw: , O'-i j'i oxygen potential of stoichiometric J 0 ? . This 

>.- ' •? * or-n j I ated in tne following xay: 

; J, -1,0 IbJ 

J '3 , ' /J 
:XD !-lo /'!, US) 
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P's are partial pressures and A G " is standard free energy of 

reaction (16). 

'nus, 

-.1/? 2 , „o,,,_, 
?

n = — — expfib Ri ) 171 

v.ygen potential ;s defined as 

JG., = 4T In P., 0, 0, 

:'roai £qs . (17) and ( 13 ), 

I B I 

_ -v 
A G , = 2-U In g—1_ + 2AG° 

U2 'HL 

(H) 

AG , in cai'Tiole, is very well <nown _22]: 

,J , .J43 

• i nce tne i w g e n p o t e n t i a l o f JO, i s a "• 3 ^ .ve i l -.-nj^n 2 3 - ! - ' • , • • ! -

' . ' . ' ) %2)."-U can Oe J e t e ' - n i n ^ l f - - o i 2.1. •. H ' . 

I w q e n p o t e n t i a l of l O ^ i s sno.vn qrapn i . a 1 i y in ' : . - . 3 . J j ••• 

oe seen, t i e oxygen p o t e n t i a l c ianqes verv s n a r p l y in t i e j i : i n i ; >r 

i t j ^ ' i i o n e t - " ! : .10,. e . q . , ' ' ' o n - : • ! ' t ~> - ' J sea ; i j l e J : : 3 > i i ' .'.. \ , e 

t n t - i - i e f f e t t , v ' l - ' t j j 1 ! . .s:iv o x y q e i o c t e - m a l . v i f i v t " i s '"3"ne .-.O.J':." 

^e «• a t i s f a^to>-y t\->r T a m t a i n i n q 5 t M : n n n ° t n - JO, . Due t o t m s 

e f ' e c t , y v - t . j a 1'. y yrt-. o w q e i p o t e n t i a l . v i f i v i t n s •"am;e . v o ^ i j oe 

v,»: • s - a ; 10-". to- - i a " i t a i " T > a s t o ' c n l o i e t n c > X 
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Figure 3. Variation of oxygen potential with temperature and 0/U 
rat io [54]. The two-phase boundary is based on Ref. [38]. 
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To promote a fast reaction, nigh temperature and high ratio of 
1 r? 

Hj 0/H? were preferred, yet the temperature had to be low enough 
to prevent a significant evaporation. To satisfy these requirements, 
the conditions of H^ 30/H 2 = 10 and T = 1500°C were chosen, which 
would yield AG n = -103 kcal/mole. 

- 1 g Tne desired H ? 0/H-, ratio could be ODtained by saturating H-, 
witn Hp 0. Tne saturation was achieved oy flowing H ? gas at 1 atm 

18 through H~ 0 the temperature of which was controlled so that it would 
10 

yield the predetermined H ? 0/H- ratio. Although tne H ? flowed 
13 through the H- 0 in the form of tiny bubbles, the exit gas might nave 

been slightly undersaturated. However, due tu tne wide range of 
equilibrium oxygen potential of stoichiometric U0 ?, tnis slight 
uncertainty was acceptable. 
3.1.2 apparatus 

Figure 4 depicts the overall system which was used for all aspects 
of sample preparation. 

The gas lines were made from 1/4 in. O.D. stainless steel tube. 
To minimize contamination, hign purity gas valves were used exclusively 
and only stainless steel Swagelok-type fittings were used for connec
tions. The use of O-ring type fittings and valves was avoided. Thib 
design was particularly important for the U0 ? -eduction step, because 
even a trace of H ?0 in H, would inhibit or limit the capability of 
reduction (see fig. 3). 

To prevent a back-diffusion of air into the system the gas was 
vested through diffusion pump oil which separated the system from tne 
atmosphere. 
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3.1.2.1 Furnace 
Shown in Fig. 6 is a detailed view of the furnace. The UCU 

specimen was placed inside a molybdenum crucible, which was 1 in. 0.0. 
and 6 in. long, and electron beam welded to a 3.5 in. wide molybdenum 
flange. 

A tungsten mesh element, 3 in. diameter and 6 in. long, .vas used 
to heat the furace. The temperature was controlled by the voltage 
applied to the heating element which was surrounded by a series of 
tungsten radiation shields to minimize the heat loss and to protect 
the outer shell of the furance, which was cooled by water. 

The gas was fed into the bottom of the crucible by a 1/8 in. 
molybdenum tube and flowed upward from then on. A rhenium rig was 
designed to hold several U0 ? wafers in an upright position. 

The entire furnace was contained in a belljar which was under a 
vacuum for operation. A pressure of 10 torr could be obtained 
using a 6 in. diffusion pump. During furnace operation 5-9x10 torr 
could be maintained. 

The temperature was measured by W3%Re-W25%Re thermocouple which was 
adjacent to the specimen inside the molybdenum crucible. 
3.1.2.2 H, 80 - H, Controlling System 

Tne Hy was saturated with Hi 0 in a Pyrex tube where tiny 
18 nubbles were generated in a Hi 0 by flowing H ? through a porous 

glass frit (see Fig. 7). The cube was immersed in a water bath which 
was temperature controlled by Neslab PBC-2 bath cooler within ±0.5°C. 
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Figure 6. Detailed view of the furnace. 
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Figure 7. H„0 - H„ c o n t r o l l e r . 
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1 O 

Since only a small portion of H ? 0 in tne mixture reacted with 
U 0 ? , it was necessary to collect and recycle tnis valuaDle water from 
the outlet. First, the outlet from the furnace went througn a cold 
trap the temperature of which was maintained sligntly above 0*C. The 
temperature was chosen to prevent oloc<ing tne tuoe Dy ice formation. 
After this, the gas went tnrough a liquid nitrogen ;ooled trap wnicn 13 collected the remaining Hi, 0. Of course tnis recycled water was 

13 sligntly less enriched than the original H ? 0. 
3.1.3 UP, Wafer Preparation 

U0 ? pellets of 1.17 cm diameter, 1.5 cm nigh were provided by the 
General ilectric Co., Vallecitos. 

Wafers of approximately 1.4-1.1 mm thickness were cut from the 
pellets and polished using silicon carpide abrasives and diamond paste. 
Polishing promoted a good contact in the diffusion couple. It was 
equally important that the tniCKness of a wafer should be uniform. 
Otnerwise tne contact of the two wafers would not oe parallel. 
Thicknesses of the two wafers were matched within 0.02 mm for each 

1 Q 

set, one of wnich was later enriched with 0. 
Single crystal U0 9 pellets of 1 in. diameter were obtainea from 

the Georgia Institute of Tecnnology. A single crystal portion, about 
1.2 cm in the center, was cut out after slicing them into 1.1 mm thic< 
wafers. The same procedure employed for polycrystal1ine specimens was 
used for grinding and polishing. 
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Taole 1. Impurities in J0 ? pellets 
Element P 3M Element PPM Element PPM 

v|g <1 Cu <0.4 Sn <1 
Si 10 Fe 13 \l <S 
Cd <0.3 Pa <0.3 Zn <1.5 
S 0.1 Mn <0.3 SD <0.5 
Al <5 Mo <5 3e <0.5 
Ca 1 ;ii <2 Si <0 .2 
lr <2 Ag <0.1 P <3.7 
Co < 1.7 Na <3 Ti <0.3 

3.1.4 Procedure for Enrichment of U0 o in Oxygen-13 
(1' Measure the weight of the sample: Before placing in the 

furnace, the weight was measured using a Mettler microDalance 
to compare with the weignt after the exchange reaction. 

(2) Pump out the entire system: Before each run tne entire 
system was pumped out while heating up the samples to 300"C 
in order to degas them. 

(3) Cool down to room temperature and fill the system witn helium. 
'4 Start flowing helium at a rate of 10 cc/sec; with valves 

No. 1 and No. 2 in Fig. 4 closed and valves No. 3 and No. 4 
open. 

(5) Turn on tne furnace and heat up to 800°C; To prevent the 
samples from cracking by the tnermal stress, the furnace was 
neated up slowly. 

(6) Snut off helium flow. 
{7) Start flowing hydrogen. 
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(3) Set the hydrogen flow rate at 5 cc/sec. 

(9) Heat up to 1500°C. 

(10) Flow H ' 3 0 - H 2 for 38-43 nours; with valves No. 1 and 

No. 2 open and No. 3 and No. 4 closed. The temperature of 
13 H7 0 was maintained at /,5 C wnich would yield 

H^ 30/H, = 10" 2 

13 ill) Stop flowing H- 0/H? and anneal for 5 hours; Samples 

were annealed in order to acnieve a uniform 0 concentra

tion in UQp. Since they were to oe reduced at nigner 

temperature (-2000°;), where tne diffusion would De ^er/ 

fast, even if there nad oeen a slight nonuniform!ty at tnis 

stage it was considered to oe immaterial. 

(12) ;ool down to 300°;. 

(13) Start flowing helium. 

(14) Cool down to room temperature. 

(to, Ta<e out the sample and neasure tne final weight. 

Exactly the same procedure, except for using normal water instead or 

-i.̂  ' "!, was applied to tne counterpart of tne matched sample in order 

• '. impose an identical history. Since suostantia! grain growth was 

sose^/ed after 43 hours DT reaction, tnis process was considered to oe 

an ess-itiai step, especially for tne poi/crystal 1ine samples. As was 

expected, no significant weignt cnanges were dDse^ed when normal water 

was used. Therefore, tne following conclusions were drawn: 



: ler-e -M?. oeen 10 i U i c i m e l ' / cnange due to t n i s 

or j ; e d u r e . 

>; T- r , e r a n a d seen no s i g n i r ' i c a n t vaoor i z a t i o n . 

13 
, 3 , A i l tne we ign t mange unserved wnen . s i n g J, , _ , -H ? 

- 16 , in 'J J id oe a t m i D u t e d t j tne suost 1 1 j t ' m .* j 3 / 

i i l t a j t tne i s o t o o i : m- - i c v i e n t J o t e s 

"ne degree i t e n r i c n m e m : an oe l a ' t u ' a t e d r ' - -o i . me w e : j n t .nange 

jnd tne * • - a c t i o n a l we ign t mrme' ise f )•- ; J j n e r ; e n t •, i j ^ . U j t n " . >' 

' i D.' " 'J ' " T - 1 gram JO, i i ' n o l e ,' j . j l l . - i l : 

. •V" .,.,•- . n n e m -= 

r i e , " J ^ - • " 1 " ' 1'. ^e i g n t 

W, = •' 1 n 1 i wel gn t . 

mown i " tne m i ' o w t n q r a o l e 2 are r e s u l t s of twfj d f f e r e n t 

a t m e s . r n - a m i n n p r tne wafe*", tne n i g n e r tne en'-1 m 'nen t , w n i m 

"d - m t - ^s t n a t tne d i - f u s i m of jxygen J 0 ; was one or me - - j t e don-

•? ' ' . m ; s t j d s . T n i s r e s u l t -neans ' . T J ' t n e r e nad aeen a n o n u n 1 f o r m i t / 

1 " '_.' . m c e n t - a t ' on m tne sample. However, at i^JU I tne oxygen 

- 3 '; - -

" • J I : m ; _ . e f f i : , a o t ' 1 JO, ' s adoro* m a t e i / -><.'.) m " ' s e c I 

'd w i m m i s diffusion ".oef • ic lent, T no.jrs of annealing snould ij'/e 

•'•eved "ost of tne "jnuii f jriii t / and tne sunsequent 4 nours reduction 

: n I gn te'ioer a t ^ e !?Q00 Z> would virtually elvmnate tne non-

T i m r m t y . Tnis exoectation was orovea later wnen tne diffusion 

;uole wai analyzed after tne diffusion e o e r m e n t , and snowed a rl̂ .t 
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The course of the reduction process was followed Dy a tnermooalance. 

At m g n temperatures, nowever, tne sample loses weignt not only by 

•-eoucticn but oy vaporization. Therefore, in order to study the 

--eduction/evaporation process and to jnderstand tne capability of the 

s/stem, it «as necessary to condjct a systematic mass transfer study. 

3.2.1 Apparatus 

3.2.1.1 Tnermopa lance 

'ne furnac° was oasically tne same as tne one jsed in the oxygen 

exchange •"eaction except tnat it was equipoed witn a 3ann RG Electro-

3i!jn:e. Tie oalance consisted cf a control unit and a weigning 

?-:semoly. •• ieatn dual pen chart reco'der adopted far L nv signal was 

ii*i ^T~ tne 'eadoij' of tne balance. It had a capacity of 2.5 gm, 

-eadaoilit/ of 2J..; percent of 1 nv recorder 'equivalent to ultimate 

•-•eadaoi i 1 ty of ). 1 ug) . 
rne weighing unit was housed in a lea<-tignt aluminum chamber wnich 

was namtained at i ".onst'.nt tempe-ature oy cooing water. An aluminum 

lanqaown tube wnicn was connected to a 3-1/2 in. -lange was used to sus-

oen.: "n-3 sample oelow tne oalance into the furnace v' see - i gs. 9 and 10). 

.1 rjer to ninmize tne radiation from tne furnace into tne oalance 

•'i".~--. tne nangdown tube needed to oe narrow and long. Vet, at tne 

>ame 11-ie tne tube snould oe wide enougn to <eep tne suspension wire 

•••on •• , o m g against tne wall wnicn would cause enormous noise in the 

-eacout. A 3.4 in. I.3., 1/2 in. O.D., 5 in. long aluminum tube was 

jsed. : was essential to na^e an aDso'utely straight wire to prevent 

'j3j;i; !gain--,at tne tuoe wall, yet jery light in weignt. Therefore, 
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Figure 9. The thermobalance setup. 
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from the balance beam to the end of the hangdown tube, a 0.001 in. thic< 
tungsten wire was used which was thin and flexiDle enough to be 
straigntened by the weight of the sample. Then a 0.005 in. thicx rhenium 
wire was connected to it to hold the sample. 

Since the continuous gas flow provided substantial noise to the 
balance it was necessary to use an extra stage noise filter. A second 
stage filter essentially eliminated noise from the output. 
3.2.1.2 Gas Purifier 

To reduce U0 ? the hydrogen had to be as free of H ?0 as possible. 
» 18 

For example at 1900 C, 10 ppm of H ? 0 in H? would limit the 
thermodynamic capability of reduction to 0/11=1.975. 

To remove H ?0 and otner contaminants from H ?, the gas was passed 
througn a liquid nitrogen cooled trap consisting of activated cnarcoal 
and a molecular seive. 
3.2.2 Procedures for Reduction/Evaporation Tests 

U0 ? specimens were essentially same in weight and shape as the 
ones used in the previous experiments. For the purpose of comparison, 
iron samples of similar geometry were tested, of which equilibrium vapor 
pressures are well Known [29]. U0, samples were tested in argon and 
nydrogen, and for iron, helium and hydrogpn were used. The balance was 
calibrated for each run. 
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3.2.2.1 U0 2 in Ar 
(1) Pump out the entire system; The sample was degassed at 300° C 

for 2 hrs at the same time. During the degassing step the 
typical weight loss was approximately 0.1 mg for 1 gm sample. 

(2) rill the entire system with Ar and set the flow rate. 
(3) Heat up to the predetermined temperature; measure the rate of 

weight loss for different flow rates and temperatures. 
(4) Cool down. 

3.2.2.2 UP, in H, 
(L) Pump out the entire system. 
(2) Fill the system with Ar and start flowing. 
(3) Heat up to the predetermined temperature; measure the rate of 

weight loss. 
(4) Maintain the temperature until the rate reaches a steady state. 
(5) Shut off Ar and switch to H ?; The temperature was changed 

due to the difference in the properties of these two gases. 
The voltage had to be lowered to maintain the temperature. 

(6) rlow H ? until the weight loss rate reaches a steady state. 
(7) Cool down to LOOO'C. 
(3) flush the system with Ar; It was necessary to cool down the 

reduced U0 ? in an atmosphere free of hydrogen because the 
precipitated uranium would react with H_ to form hydride, 
which would result in a total destruction of urania. 

(9) Cool down. 
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3.2.2.3 Iron Samples 
Iron samples *ere tested in the streams of He and H-. The same 

procedure was taken as UCL except that lower temperatures were 
employed. 
3.2.3 Results and Discussion 
3.2.3.1 UP, Vaporization in Argon 

TaDle 3 shows the weight loss rates of (J0? in argon streams at 
three different temperatures and different flow rates. 

Taole 3. UOj Vaporization in Ar 

Flow Rate 
T°.K cc(s tp) /sec v cm/sec W rng/rnin Km Km 

1340 20 13.8 = 0 0 
2173 3 3.9 0.009 ± 0.001 24.4 4.2 
2173 10 11.1 0.110 * 0.001 27.1 4.7 
2173 20 22.2 0.014 ± 0.002 39.0 5.6 
2273 20 23.3 0.043 ± 0.005 38.0 7.0 

vl = weignt loss rate 
T = temperature 
< = experimental mass transfer coefficient, defined by J=k P /RT 
< = mass transfer coefficient calculated from theory 
Sh = < 1/0 m 
1 = diameter of sample 
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D = diffusivity of U0 2(g) in Ar 
P = equilibrium vapor pressure of UOp 
J = mass flux 
Re = vl/« 
v = velocity 
v = Kinematic viscosity 
Sc = W D 

From the analogy between heat and mass transfer laminar boundary 
layer theory for a flat plate, the mass transfer coefficient k is 
predicted by: 

Sh = 0.664 S c 1 / 3 R e 1 / 2 . (23) 

As can be seen in Fig. 11, mass transfer of UCL vapor in argon was 
as much as six times faster than predicted. Using least squares fit
ting, the data at 2173°K are represented by: Sh = 3.91 Sc 1 / 3Re 
* ' '. The possible errors .nay be: (i) underestimation of 
diffusivity of U0 ?(g) in argon. (Tne transport properties estimated 
from theory [30] are given in Table 4.) (ii) flat plate Doundary 
layer theory was not very accurate for a thick disk hung in a gas 
stream. (The effect of decreasing flow path length from the center 
to the periphery was small.) Nevertheless, the data still seem to 
follow the theoretical dependence on Reynolds number, as shown in 
Fig. 11. 
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Figure 11. Comparison of U0? vaporization in argon vn'th 
f l a t plate boundary layer theory for Reynolds 
number variations. 
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Table 4. Diffusivity and Viscosity of Ar and H2 

T ° K °uU,-Ar' c m 2 / s e c » A r ' P 0 i S e D U 0 2 - H 2 - c f f l l 2 / s e c u H 2 ' P o i s e 

2073 2.31 
2173 2.48 
2273 2.71 

7.7 x 10-4 12.53 3.2 x 10-4 
7.8 x 10-4 13.59 3.3 x IO- 4 

7.9 x 10-4 14.54 3.4 x 10-4 

The effect of temperature on U0 ? vaporization can oe estimated from 
the data in Table 3 at 2173°K and 2273°K. From Eq. (23) and 
J = < P /RT and W = JA where A = surface area of sample, vap m eq v ' 

w 
A = \ 

P eq 
RT 

WT p 
DSc l'he 1/2 a eq 

(24) 

(25) 

In Fig. 12, the temperature dependence of WT/DSc 'Re is compared 
with equilibrium vapo; pressure curve. Least squares fitting yields a 
slope corresponding to a heat of vaproization aH = 123.3 ± 4.5 <cal/ 

vap 
mole which is in fair agreement witn AH = 143.1 <cal/mole obtained 

vap 
from the equilibrium vapor pressure curve ̂ 31]. 
3.2.3.2 U0 ? Reduction in Hydrogen 

Table 5 snows the resultc in H ? streams. 
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Figure 12. Tempersture dependence of the U0 ? vaporization rate. 
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TaDle 5. JOj reduction in hydrogen. 

Flow Rate . . Expected W 
j ' < cc(STP)/sec W in H2, mg/min w1 in Ar, mg/min in Hj, mg/min 

2173 10 0.011 ± 0.0005 0.0 0 ± 0.001 0.021 
2173 20 0.050 ± 0.0025 0.014 ± 0.002 J.029 

Fig. 13 is a typical weight loss curve from tnermooalance output in 
which one can see the snarp cnange of the slope after tne argon stream 
was replaced by hydrogen. 

Also snown in Table 5 are the weight loss rate in Ar for 
comparison. Using Eq. (23), the ratio of < In H, to < in Ar is 3 -> * ' • in 2 11 

estimated to be -2.1 at the same temperature and flow rate, and the 
weight loss rates due to pure evaporation are listed as "Expected W in 
H," in the table. However, the date, at a flow rate of 10 cc/sec show 
a slower rate tnan expected, especially considering the contribution 
of reduction. This is believed to be experimental error. Another 
possibility is that the rate 0.011 rug/min was measured before steady 
state was reached. For a flow rate of 20 cc/sec, the weight loss rate 
0.050 - 0.029 = 0.021 mg/min could be attributed to tne reduction of 
J0 7 by H ?. At this rate, U0 ? could have been reduced to JO, q 7 7 

in an hour, assuming that tne vapor pressure was independent of 
stoichiometry witnin this range. This rate of reduction was signif
icant and may nave oeen mass transfer-limited (rather than limited by 
a surface chemical -eaction or solid state diffusion of oxygen in the 

u o 2 _ x ) . 
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Moure 13. Typical weight loss data for U0 ? in f lowinn arqon and hydaxien. XBL77I2-6574 
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3.2.3.3 Irpn Vaporization 

Iron evaporation results are snown in TaPie 7. rig. 14 snows tnat 

mass transfer was 2-3 times nigher tnan expected from tne tneory. 

Jsmg least sqjares fitting, tne experimental data can pe represented 

a/: Sn = j . i - c!/^ e , J. .13*0. 3 J _ O n f us l vi t ies of -e in H-, and 

H^ calculated o/ tneor/ ^30] ire tapjiated oeov: 

raole 5. jiffjswity and Jiscosit/ jf He and -b 

J- ,cm~/sec J- . ,crT/sec a., , 3oise j y .Poise 
n , ne 

1693 
! 773 

14.43 
15.75 

13.76 2.7 * lO" 4 6.3 x 10~ 4 

14.33 2.9 < 1J- 4 5.5 x 10- 4 

"ne dependence of tne Snerwood nj^iper on tne Reynolds njmoer does 

not aqree .iicn tne ja'.je o f 3.5 predicted oy iwii-- fiat plate 

ppjnaar/ layer tneory. ~nis discrepancy -nay pe due to tne sensitivity 

o' tne nydrodynamics to ^lignt misalignment of tne nanging specimen 

from tne vertical axis. Note also tnat :ne magnitude of tne 

discrepancy oet.veen tneorv and expennent is a '"actor of ~2 instead of 

- 5 far JO,. 
Tne neat of j aponzat ion AH - 91.2 ± 32.1 <cal/'nole *as ootamed 

•J AD 

f-o^i ; i q . I D , wmcn is in good agreement *1tn AH - 90.1 <cal / 
vap 

mole optaineJ from tne equi ' iprij.m vapor pressure curve '29'. 
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Figure 15. Temperature dependence of i ron vapor iza t ion . 



Table / . Fe Vapor izat ion >n I,; and H, 

Conditions H2 '!«! 

F low v 
T'K P eq,alm cc/sec cm/sec 

X K ' 
in in 

W mg/min cm/sec cm/sec 

< X ' 
in in 

W, ing/min cm/sec cc/sec 

I486 - 20 1 3 . % 
1693 1.21 x 10--' 10 7.95 
1693 1.21 « 10-5 20 15.90 
1773 4.12 x 10-5 5 4.16 
1773 4.12 x 10-5 10 8.33 
1773 4.12 x 10-5 2 0 16.65 

= 0 

0.013 ± 0.004 24.8 13.63 
0.038 * 0.003 22.2 3.64 
0.038 * 0.007 22.2 7.30 
0.041 * 0.005 23.6 14.59 

0.012 * 0.003 22.9 9.1 
0.013 * 0.0J2 24.8 12.9 

0.030 ' 0.005 17.5 9.3 
0.039 * 0.002 22.8 li.b 
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3.3 Reduction of U0-, 
Uranium oxide at elevated temperature exists as a single phase 

over a broad range of stoichiometry (see Fig. 1). In the oxygen 
deficient region, this extends down to 0/U ratio of about 1.46 at a 
monotectic temperature of 2425°C. 

As was mentioned earlier, hypostoichiometric urania can be prepared 
by reduction of U0~ in hydrogen. In this technique the purity of 
hydrogen is essential. The ultimate stoichiometry is limited by the 
oxygen potential of the stream (see Fig. 3). 
3.3. Apparatus 

The thermobalance was not needed in the U0~ reduction step. 
From the previous experience a standard procedure was established. 

Since hydrogen free of oxygen and water is essential to the 
capabilitv of reduction, in addition to the activated charcoal fil.ed 
liquid nitrogen trap, H ? was passed through an oxygen getter con
sisting of copper turnings at 650*0. This served to remove any oxygen 
in the nydrogen stream by oxidation of copper. Copper turnings were 
contained in a 1-1/4 in. O.D., 10 in. long stainless steel tube which 
was heated from outside. On some occasions fused titanium lumps were 
used as trie getter instead of copper. 
3.3.2 Procedure for Reducing U0 o 

One set of matched U0 2 wafers (one U 1 6 0 2 and the other U 1 8 0 2 ) 
that had gone through the oxygen excnange steps was placed in the 
furnace together. The rhenium rig used in the oxygen exchange step was 
used here. The two wafers were separated as far as possible in order 
to prevent (or minimize) premature isotope exchange via vapor pnase 
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transport. Also present was another identical U 0 7 wafer, whicti was 
to serve the purpose of stoichiometry determination after tne 
reduction. Tnis was necessary because a nondestructive method of 
stoichiometry determination was not availaDle. 

(1) Pump out the entire system; samples were simultaneously 
degassed at 300*C. This time all tuDing was oa<ed as were the 
molecular seive and tne activated cnaracoal-fi1 led liquid 
nit.ogen moisture trap. This step was to remove any H-0 
inside the tuDing. It was most essential when the system had 
oeen previously exposed to H-O-H,, mixture. 

(2) Fill the system with helium; oxygen-free helium was used. 
Flush the system for 30 mins. 

(3) Heat up the copper getter to 650*C. 
(4) Start heating up the furnace to 1000°C; Again, slow heatup was 

essential to prevent cracking of the U0 ?. Approximately 
30 mins. were requied. 

(5) Shut off helium. 
(6) Flow hydrogen at 20 cc/sec; Hydrogen was passed througn the 

liquid nitrogen trap and the copper getter. 
;7) Raise the temperature to 1900 - 2000°C; Normally 2-4 hrs. were 

required to substantially reduce U0 ?. 
(3) Stop flowing hydrogen and anneal the samples for 2 hrs.; this 

was to eliminate any oxygen concentration gradient in the 
samples. 

(9) Cool down the temperature to 1000°C. 
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(10) Pump out the entire system; Before cooling down to room 
temperature the system had to be absolutely free of hydrogen 
to avoid hydriding the precipitated uranium which would lead 
to a complete destruction of the samples. 

(11) Fill the system with helium and flow. 
(12) Cool down to room temperature. 

3.3.3 Results 
Shown in Table 8 are several results of reduction. The degree of 

reduction was controlled by the reaction time and temperature. 

Table 8. Typical Results of Reduction in H^ Flow. 

Final 0/U 
T'C H? cc/sec time, hrs poly, crystal sin< gle crystal 

1850 20 1 1.972 
1850 10 1 1.970 _ 
1350 20 2 1.954 1.970 
1950 20 2 1.951 _ 
1950 20 4 1.955 _ 
1950 20 4 1,954 _ 
2000 20 4 1.950 1.953 
2000 20 4 1.955 1.950 
2020 20 4 1.948 _ 
2040 20 4 1.945 1.944 
2040 20 4 1.951 -

Tne stoichiometries were measured by a thermogravimetric method 
whicn will be described in the next cnapter. 
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Apparently the stoicniometry approacned 1.95 rather rapidly and 
cached a plateau. It looks, ncwever, as if nigher temperatures may 
lead to lower stoichiometrics, wnicn is consistent with the fact that 
at nigner temperature the equilibrium oxygen potential is higher (see 
'ig. 3). 

However, temperatures anove 2050°C were not imposed oecause of a 
severe distortion of the snape of the sample due to the extremely high 
vaporization rates. The reduced samples were not co De ground cr 
polished again because of the possibilities of contamination and change 
in stoicniometry. Therefore, a severe distortion in the shape of the 
samples could not be tolerated. 

3oth single crystal and polycrstalline samples showed similar 
stoichiometries after the reduction in similar conditions. At this 
stage this was interpreted as (1) oxygen diffusion in UCL was not 
rate controlling or (2) reaction had reached equilibrium. 

At tne conditions of T=2000°C and H~ flow of 20 cc/sec for 4 nrs, 
approximate stoichiometries of 1.95 could be consistently obtained. 

Shown in Fig. 16 is a photomicrograph of a reduced sample. The 
j rani urn .Tie t a 1 precipitates are immediately visible (bright areas); many 
of tnem associated with voids. Using EDA," (Energy Dispersive X-ray 
Analysis), the bright areas were confirmed to be uranium metal, 
-igure 17 shows one of the uranium precipitates under SEM. 
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The reduced wafers that were to be used in diffusion experiment 
already had gone through oxygen exchange steps described previously. 
This process, which took -40 hrs., combined with 4 hrs. reduction at 
high temperature, yielded very large grains, approximately 
200 microns. Figures 18 and 19 show the morphologies of U 0~ 

18 and U 0 ? specimens, respectively. As expected they show 
approximately same grain size. 
3.4 Stoichiometry Determination 
3.4.1 Survey of Methods 

There are a number of different methods for measuring the 
stoichiometry of urania. Methods commonly used are: 

1. X-ray diffraction [32]: The lattice parameters are correlated 
with the 0/U ratio. By measuring this parameter the stoichiometry is 
obtained. 

2. Solid State Electrolytic Cell [33]: High temperature galvanic 
cells using Ni-NiO mixture and heavy metal oxides (TnO ? ) U0 ?, etc.) 
are utilized. The equilibrium oxygen potential can be measured by the 
emf generated between the two electrodes. 

3. Gas Equi1ibrium Method [34]: Using appropriate gas mixture of 
C0-C0 ? or hLO-hU the specimen is brougnt to stoichiometric U0, and 
the total accumulated change in tne ratio of the C0/C0 ? or H ?0/H ? 

during this process is recorded to calculate the original stoichiometry. 
4. Thermogravimetric Method [35]: 8y measuring the weight change 

of the specimens when they are brought to a known, standard stoichi
ometry (U0 ? or U,0„), the original stoichiometrics can be 
obtained. 
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Figure 16. Photomicrograph of the reduced urarn'a. Bright spots 
are the uranium metal precipitates. 
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XBB 800 13489 
Figure 17. Photomicrograph nf the uranium precipitates under SE". 
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Figure 18. Photomicrograph of the U 0 o surface j -- . 2-x 
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Fi"ure 19. Photomicrooraph of the U 0- surface. 
2-x 
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Of all these methods, the thermogravimetric method is tne most 
convenient and reliable for routine experiments. Also it was readily 
available since the system was equipped with thermoDalance. 

Since there was a substantial amount of vaporization at high 
temperature, the degree of reduction could be measured directly Dy the 
total weight cnange during the reduction step. This problem was over
come simply Dy having another piece of U0 ? present during the process 
and suDsequentiy oxidizing it back to J0 ? at low temperature while 
measuring the weight gain, from which the stoichiometry can De 
calculated by: 

0 , ~ 270 Wf ~ "'i 
u = 2 - ° - T5 rf— ' 2 * > 

where W. and W, are weignt of the sample oefore and after tne 
reaction, respectively. 
3.4.2 Procedure for Stoicniometry Measurement 

The atmospheric conditions for this oxidation were almost tne same 
a; the ones used in the oxygen exchange step descrioed previously. 
Herey normal water was used and in order to minimize tne chance of 
vaporization, lower temperatures were employee (~1300'C rather than 
1500°C). At these temperatures the amount of evaporation was negli
gible, yet reaction was fast enough. As in the oxygen exchange 
procedure, tne water was <ept at 7.5°C, wnicn would yield an oxygen 
potential of -105 <cal/mole at 1300°C. 
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Sometimes tne specimen surface ^palled due to a sudden violent 

•taction between uranium precipitation and H-0, wnicn caused a large 

weignt cnange. Therefore, tne specimen nad to oe contained in a 

'-nenium oas<et so tnat tne small particles were not lost from tne 

aieignt measurement. Tnis oas<et in turn was suspended from tne tnermo-

oalance to follow tne weignt cnange continuously tnrougnout tne 

experiments. Althougn spallation aia noi napoen very often, tne 

precautions were ta<en eacn time. 

before and after tne reaction, tne specimen was weigned outside tne 

j/stem using tne Mettler microDalance to compare witn tne output of tne 

tnermooa 1 anc?. Most of tne time tnose two readings were m good agree

ment. However, tne calioration of tne tnermoualance seemed easy to 

jistu-a when a sudden large force was exerted, for example a sudden 

cnange in flow rate. Thus, vnenever tncre were significant discrepan

c e s oetween tncse two readings, tne Settler's reading overruled tnat 

of tne tnermooalance. Tne main function of the tnermooalance was to 

provide tne indication that tne reaction was completed py showing a 

steady weight. Tne following is tne detailed procedure: 

1' '•'easur* weignt of tne specimen before loading. 

? DJ:HD ti 4 -astern and degas tne specimen. 

3 i -ill tne sy 'iura. 

, 4 ' r low ne I iu >-C /sec. 

,5) Heat UP to lOOO'C; Tne reduced samples snould not oe exposed 

to nydrogen at low temperature. 

,3i Snut off nelijm. 
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(7j -low nydrogen 10 cc/sec. 

(3) Heat JD to 130C/C. 

(9) Start flowing H-O-ri, 5 cc/sec. 

(10) Ooserve the weight reaches a steady state. 

(11) rlow nydrogen 10 cc/sec 

•12) :ool down to 1000°:. 

(13) Snjt off nydrogen. 

(14) Flow helium 10 cc/sec. 

(15) lool down to room temperature. 

(16 ) Snur. off nel ium. 

; 17.) Ta<e out the specimen and measure tne final weight. 

Since the balance was extremely sensitive, the valve operations and 

flow rate changes gave consideraDle perturbations. Also for dif

ferent conditions (temperature, gas species, flc/" ""ate), tne readout 

was different even tnough the weight of the sample remained unchanged. 

Changes occurred oecause [I) for different gas species and/or flow 

•-ates the buoyancy and s<in friction forces are different and (?) for 

different temperatures tne ornntness in the oalance Chamber changes 

jue to the '-rUiat'on and this contributes to a change in tne readout 

because tne balance nas a onotoelectr ic tuDe tne current o*" wnich is 

jirectly Droportional to the readout. Therefore, it was essential to 

come"" tne readout at identical conditions (i.e., at the same temper

ature, sane gas soecies, and same flow rate), to obtain a true weignt 

cnange of tne specimen. It was also essential to ta«e tne reading 

after tne system reached a steady state following each perturbation. 
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'j satisfy tnese requirements tne weight increase was ca^ulated 

ay comparing the weignts at steps (91 and (10), (11) and (3), (12) and 

'. 1 ? j, (14) and {15;, and (15) and (4). These points are deoicted in 

-ig. 20. In most cases these values were in agreement to witnin 

±0.005 mg. An average of these values represented tne tnermoDalance 

measurement. 

In order to ma<e sure tnat tne rhenium wire ana oas<et holding tne 

specimen did .not react with H-0-H, during the process, a dummy 

experiment was performed wil.iout any sample in tne Das<et. In the 

oas<et was a piece of rnenium foil of approximately the same weight as 

the JOp specimen. The test consisted of exactly the same steps as 

tne actual stoichiometry determination, except that the temperature was 

raised from 1300"C to 1500°C gradually in the H o0-H ? stream. No 

weignt cnange was ooserved through 1500°C. This proved that the con

ditions for the stoichiometry determination were inert to rhenium and 

all tne weignt cnange ooserved could be attributed to the reaction of 

JJ, specimen witn H,0. 2-x 2 
Snown m -ig. 20 is a tyoical output of the thermobalance during 

the experiment. Eacn step of the procedure was marked by a numbered 

ar-'-j*. Step 3 snows a sudden huge perturbation when the pre-evacuated 

system is filled with helium. Similar, but smaller, spiKes are seen 

3n many otner occasions whenever there were valve operations or changes 

m tne flow rate. Also observed is a differ:.'ice of -0.4 mg in readout 

oefDre and after filling the system with helium, although the weight 

o* tne specimen snould have remained unchanged. This change was due 

to n e buoyancy force exerted to the whole balance system by helium gas. 
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Also, as the temperature increased from room temperature to 10O0*C the 
readout decreased by -0.15 mg due to the radiation into the balance 
chamber. 

Before feeding H ?0-H ?, it was verified that the weight remained 
constant under steady H ? flow. This test was necessary to make sure 
that (i) evaporation of the sample was negligible and (ii) all tne 
weight increase in tne H-0-H? atmosphere could be attributed to 
the reaction of H ?0 and U0, . 

In the example of Fig. 20 it took 1.5 hrs to complete the reaction. 
The time required for the reaction varied from 1.5 hrs to 3 hrs in most 
cases. It is ^/ery likely that this range was due to the different 
geometries of the samples. 

Table 9 shows the weight increase measured at different conditions. 
As mentioned earlier: for each measurement the conaitions of comparison 
were identical. 

Table 9. Weight increase measurements at different condtions. 

Condit ion: 
Wj-W k gas flow cc/sec T°C &W mg 

WlO-Wg H2O-H2 5 1250 0.475 
wn-ws H2 10 1250 0.475 
W12-W7 H2 10 1000 0.48 
W 1 4-W 5 He 10 1000 0.48 
W 1 5-W 4 He 10 room temp. 0.475 
Wf-Wi a i r 0 room temp. 0.485 

Weights W- = 0.178370 gm and W. = 0.178855 gm were measured by 
the Mettler microbalance for this example. The measured weight 
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increases in Table 9 are in good agreement with the measurement oy 
Mettler microbalance. Using a 0.485 mg increase, the initial 
stoichiometry was calculated from Eq. (26) to be 1.954. 
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1. DIFFUSION EXPERIMENT 
4.1 Apparatus and Procedure 

Following the preceding steps, two identical nypostoicniometric 
13 U0 ? wafers (one with 0 and tne other normal) were prepared for 

each diffusion experiment. Tnese two matched wafers were put togetner 
with a uranium foil 0.003 in. thic< in oetween. Shown in Fig. 21 is 
tne experimental setup. Experiments were performed in a glass Dell jar 
filled with high purity helium. Tnroughout the experiment tne nelium 
flowed continuously from underneath the sample to <eep the surrounding 
atmospnere as clean as possible. 

Tne furnace was heated by a tungsten mesn heating element of 3 in. 
diameter and 5 in. nigh. The diffusion couple was positioned in the 
center of the heating element to establish as uniform a temperature as 
possible in the diffusion couple. Since the samples were approximately 
1 mm thick, wnich is very small compared to tne size of the heater, it 
was assumed that the temperature was uniform throughout the diffusion 
couple. 

The diffusion couple was enclosed by a molybdenum crucible of 
'Lb in. I.D. (see Fig. 22). It was necessary to make the crucible wide 
enougn to accommodate the thermal expansion of urania. 

In order to Dromote good contact between the two wafers and to 
minimize the thickness of the liquid uranium layer, the diffusion 
couple was put under compression. This was achieved by a weight on 
top of the molybdenum crucible. 
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Figure 21. Diffusion experiment setup. 
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Figure 22. Diffusion couple arrangement. 
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Temperature was measured oy a w3*Re-W25?=Re tnermocouple tne not 

junction of wnicn was placed in tne center of tne molyDdenum cruciole 

(see rig. 22). The distance Petween tne junction and tne end of JO, 
2-x 

wafer was less tnan 1/16 in. The thermocouple was connected to a 

digital indicator from wnich tne temperatures were read directiy. In 

order for tne tnermocouple to respond quic<ly to tne temperature 

cnanges, unsheatned oare wire tnermocouple was used. 

Prepared samples were stored in an inert gas or vacuum until tney 

were used in tne diffusion experiment. 

Tne following steps were ta<en for eacn run: 

(1) ^ump out tne entire system. 

(2) Heat up to 400°C to degass the system for one nour. 

(3> "- i 11 tne system witn nign purity oxygen-free nelium. 

(4) Flow nelium at 20 cc/sec. 

(5) Slowly neat up to HOO"^; Slow heatup was essentia! to prevent 

the samples from crac<ing. Since the uranium remained solid 

up to tne melting point of 1132*C. it acted as a aarrier to 

the premature diffusion. 

(6) Sapidly heat up to tne desired temperature; Once tne uranium 

melted, diffusion tnrough it would occur. Tnerefore, it was 

necessary to reach the temperature as quic<ly as possiDle. It 

usually too< 40 sec. -2 ,nins., wnich was short compared to the 

total annealing time. 

(7) Maintain tne temperature for a predetermined time period; For 

the first experiment, tne diffusion coefficient nad to oe 

guessed in order to determine tr.e appropriate annealing time. 
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from tne result of tnis first experiment, diffusion coef

ficients at other temperatures could De estimated and tne 

annealing time whicn would yield an appropriately developed 

diffusion profile was determined. The criteria were that the 

time snould De long enougn for diffusion to penetrate at least 

naif of tne thic<ness, yet no more than 2/3 of the tnic<ness. 

By naving a less tnan fully penetrated diffusion profile, the 
13 original 0 concentration on both sides of the diffusion 

couple could oe cnec<ed. This is discussed in greater detail 

in the next section. 

(3) Turn off the power supply to cooi the couple as quicKly as 

possiDle; Since sintering of the two wafers couid occur in 

some contact areas of tne sample, diffusion could ta<e place 

even Delow the melting point of jranium. Time required to 

reacn 1100°C was measured, wnicn was also short compared to 

the overall operation time. 

After eacn run, tne couple was ta<en out and was cut in half using 

i iow soeed diamond saw. Each naif was mounted in a copDer filled 

:3ndjc:we thermosetting epoxy and polisned to b micron rrade using 

jiamona oaste. 

*.; Sample Analysis and Results 
1 0/( 0+ °0) profiles were determined oy Hanford Engineering 

jevelopment LaDoratory and Argonne National LaDoratory using ion micro-

proae mass analyzer (IMMA). The Dasic operating principles of IMMA are 

descriDed elsewhere [36,37]. Basically, an ion oeam is accelerated to 

an adjustaole focal spot on the sample surface and tne sputtering ions 
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are analyzed Dy mass spectrometer. This technirue was used by Marin 

et al. [1] and Contamin et al. L3J for urania and Dy Valencourt 

et al. [37] for porous U 0 ? + . 
28 + 

ror the present analysis an N, primary Dearn was used in 15—20 <v 

accelerating potential. The area analyzed was aDout 5x6 microns for 

each spot. Eacn area was sputter cleaned for 30 seconds before 

collecting data to eliminate any surface effects. 
13 Since rt-,0 also nas mass 13, it is indistinguisnaole from 0 

in the mass spectrometer. Therefore, water nad to oe avoided in 

grinding and polisning the samples and they had to oe degassed in a 
_g high vacuum (5x10 torr) for 2-3 days Defore each analysis. Also 

samples were stored in vacium after experiments and snipped in a small 

iea<-tignt stainless steel containers filled witn slightly pressurized 

ne1ium. 

Experiments were conducted at eight different temperatures in tne 

range 1257 - 1597'c, eacn of tnem corresponded to stoichiometr les in 

tne range of 1.993-1.955 following tne lower pnase ooundary. An 

empirical equation developed Dy Fryxell et al. 38j was employed to 

determine tne stoic.io-i^tnes of tne oxide m tne two onase region: 

lnx = 3.o73 - 12o75/T°< (27) 

Snown in Tanle 10 are [01 J) , tne stoicniometries of tne samples 
o 

used in eacn experiment, annealing temperatures, and (3/11), tne 

stoicniometries of tne oxide pnase in tne two pnase region 

corresponding to eacn temperatjre. 
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In fig. 23 tne experimental poini.s are depicted in the phase 

diagram, in order to ma<e sure that tne experimental points were in 

the two pnase region, annealing temperatures were <ept at least 50 C 

oelow tne two phase boundary. 

Calculation snowed tnat under tnese conditions tne effect df 

liquid pnase on diffusion in the oxide is insignificant. 
15 18 16 Snown in Figs. 24-37 are normalized profiles of j / \ J + 0) 

analyzed oy 1MMA. -or n o m a 1 izat ion of tne -aw dat i it was Miperat i/e 

to nave correct values of original isotoDic concenfat ions on ootn 

sides of tne diffusion couple. Altnougn tne lsotopic enrr.nnent nad 

oeen neasureJ from weight increase arte'" tne xygen -fxcnanue step, it 

was essential to confirn tnese neasureaients oecause an/ .>r--->r m t m s 

,<alue was di<-ectl/ passed alonj to tne diffusion coef'K'ent ca'cula-

tions. Since tne wafers nad done tnrougn a m j n te'ioê atj'"-.- •"eduction 

step, it was suspected tnat tne i n j m a l eT-ir.nnents iav na.-e oeen 

altered av •• aoor jnase isotope transport. 
T , n s could oe .'e'-i*"ieo o/ ;o.noa---n; fie ;'i;"ii isotonic enr-;'i_ 

-ieT .vi:n fie !'•'••U data n«a'- fie end :.f " i, » i ; j ' /.n-'-e Ji* * JU • o" 

"ad •':T >?et penetrated, -••j-n fie jiirtj' • ze: '.'•"'A :»ta, i: * a 2 

o?» • \JS fiat vi eve1'.- evDef lent a" 'east _i-ie •.•n'j i* fie ware" na; 

not oeen affected 5v J I T T J S I P " . I" so~e i" fie sa'Tipies 'o. .̂, -, l.j, 

11, 1." ' "ore fia-i -ia'* of fie .>j'ir «as .jicianqed. Hv.-<-age values d' 

fiese jncnanqed, * • at profile '"e-ions a-"e ijclated "i ~ao'e 1J. i'sc 

>no«m ii t*ne tasle are i?,11 Lvijiial ei'i:i~eit .-a'ues caicu'ated 
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IMMA data near tne ends of U 0 ? „ wafers showed substantially 

higher values of 0 concentration (1-5 percent) than natural 

aoundance (0.2 percent), which is easily detectable ay IMMA (see 

Table 10). Yet, tne profiles were also flat at least up to o ne tnird 

of tne thicKness, i.e., the maximum deptn of diffusion penet- ition was 

two thirds of tne tni«ness, i.e., the overall 0 profiles ••'ere 

symmetric in every experiment. This implies tnat tne "U ;ncentra-

tions were already higher than natural aoandance in U °0 wafers 

even before the diffusion anneal. The immediate explan ion is tnat 

there hart been oxygen exchange between the two wafers tnrougn tne vapor 

phase during the 4 hours of reduction it hign temper • ,re. This inter

pretation was strengthened by the fact that the sum- if average values 

of ootn sides of the diffusion couple were close t- tne original 
18 enrichment (see Taole 10). 3ased on this interpretation, tne two 0 

fraction on the sides of the diffusion couple aw .• from tne interface 

obtained by IMMA were used for normalization o* tne data (see the 

definition of S in £q. \,[)j. 

: <perments 10 through 13 are on single 'ystals. 

In lost experiments two different line- jerpendicular to tne inter-
13 race were probea in :>rdei" to avie-'ige out -w Jirrerence in tne 0 

profiles. They .vere mar<ej as triangles ma squares in the -igs. 24-37. 

-irst one was usually --leir tne center < id tne other was near naif way 

to tne edge *Vo"> tie center. £acn position 3f the lines was carefully 

cnoisen under tne m c o s c o p e in sucn a way tnat tne line of prooe would 

not :rass an-. ,/jiids or crac<s wnicn would cause IMMA to pic< up values 

frjra jn'tere-U aJanes. As can ae seen, tne profiles of tne two 

i-svervei were >>erv close to eac* otmer an most experiments. 
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There were basically tnree different types of bonds observed 
Between the two wafers. 

(1) Continuous thick uranium layer (5~30 um) across the entire 
sample: As expected, samples of this type of bond yielded 

If discrepancies in 0 concentration across the interface. 
Samples No. I, 2, 3, 10, 11 belong to this type. Shown in 
Fig. 33 are the photomicrographs of the interface of samples 
No. 2 and 11. The uranium layer is distinctly visible as a 
white band. 

1R 
(2) Sintered interface: Naturally this type showed no 0 

discrepancies. Although two wafers were sintered together, 
the original interface was easily identifiable because a 
number of uranium particles remained along the interface (see 
Fig. 39). This type was observed in samples such as No. 8 
and 12 which were annealed at high temperatures. 

(3) Combination of (1) and (2): This type of specimen snowed 
some areas which were sintered and some which had a uranium 
layer (see Fig. 40). It is likely that this structure 
occurred because the wafers were not truly parallel and 
therefore the contact was not uniform. However, in every 
case of this type, the uranium layer was extremely thin 
(2-3 microns). For this type of samples one of the probe 
lines traversed the sintered area ind the other crossed the 
uranium layer for the purpose of comparison. Those two 
profiles were always in good agreement and showed no 
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Figure 38B. Thick uranium interface (sample #2). 
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Figure 40. Half-sintered interface (sample #5). 
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significant discrepancies at the interface, most likely 
because the uranium layer was extremely thin. Samples No. 4, 
5, 6, 7, 9, 13 belong to this type. 

In every sample, whenever the probe line crossed the uranium layer, 
18 the 0 concentrations of the points immediately adjacent to both 

sides of the uranium layer were measured in order to detect any 
lo 

discontinuity in 0 concentration across the uranium layer. 
The contact between liquid uranium and urania was excellent (see 

Fig. 38a), which was essential to minimize the interfacial resistance. 
No gap or voids were observed even when the surface was not smooth 
(see rig. 38b). 

The normalized data wtire fitted to Eq. (13) using a computer code 
MINUIT to find the best values of D and 8. However, since time was 
required to reach the operating temperature and to cool down after the 
experiment, diffusion during tnese stages had to be ta<en into account. 

Corrections were significant in higher temperature experiments 
where the annealing time was relatively short and diffusion was fast. 

As was indicated, the temperature could be raised slowly up to the 
melting point of uranium without causing a.iy premature diffusion. From 
UQ0°C (near the melting point of uranium), the temperature was raised 
rather rapidly up to the annealing temperature, which took at most 
3 mins. Since this is a temperature range where urania is highly 
plastic, this operation could be carried out rapidly without cracking 
the samples. 

The times required to heat the couple from 1100*C to the annealing 

temperature, t^ are shown in TaDle 10. Also shown are the cooling 
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ti:nes to 1100°C (t~). Usually 2-3 mins. were taken for cooling from 
1100° to 500°C so that even for the sintered diffusion couples it was 
assumed that below 1100°C diffusion annealing was negligible. 

The nominal annealing times, t , are also tabulated. 
To take these thermal transients into account, however, it is 

apparent from the nature of the problem that only an approximation is 
possible. Here, an effective t ,- was sought which would accommodate 
the diffusion anneal during these transient periods. Since the degree 
of diffusion anneal was a function of the product Ot, effort were 
concentrated on the value Dt itself to deduce the approximate value of 

w 
The t -- was defined as: 

/ C T o dt = DT • t e f f (28) 
0 

D T is the diffusion coefficient at the annealing temperature and 
t. = t, + t ? + t„, the total time for the experiment. 

To calculate t c c , D(t) needs to be known. Therefore, t c c and erf err 
3 should be obtained by an iterative process. 

It was assumed that the temperature T' changed linearly with time: 

T' = 1373 + (T-1373)(t/t.) , O^tctj 

t-t.-t 
T = T - (T-1373) ( i — - ) , t ^ t ^ U t ^ t ^ t g (29) 

and T is the annealing temperature in *<-
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As temperature changes, the corresponding stoichiometry of the two 
phase boundary also changes. In near-stoichiometric material, the 
following equation can be assumed for oxygen self-diffusion by the 
vacancy mechanism [49]. 

D = D^9 v(l-a v)exp(-AH v/RT) (30) 

a is vacancy concentration (x/2 in U0 ? ), aH is the activation 
energy of vacancy migration, and D^ is a constant. The equation 
will be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter. 

The iteration was started Dy fitting Eq. (13) to the normalized 
data using t=t , the nominal annealing time. Fitting yielded dif
fusion coefficients for each experiment. This first diffusion coef
ficient obtained is shown in Table 11 as D,,,. The D v and aH 

(1) o v 
of Eq. (30) were calculated by plott :g ln[D,,,/ 9 (1-9 ) ] 
vs 1/T using linear fitting, 

i-rom Eq. (27) and (30), 

J { 1 ) = 0.5D* exD(3.673-12675/1 ) 

l-0.5exp(3.673-12&75/T')j exp(-aHv/^T ) (31) 

Combining Eqs. (31) and (29), D,,,(t) was obtained and from Eq. (23) 
t W f w a s determined. Tne integration was done graphically. Tne 
first t „ values are shown in Table 11 as t f f. Using t f f, 
new diffusion coefficients were obtained (D, ?. in the table) and 
second iteration started. After the tnird iteration it was apparent 



fable 11. Effective times and diffusion coefficients during the iteration and the 
final D values and effective times. 

RUN r°C l o , n , n s L) ( 1 )xl0 ; cir/se'c t'eff D ( 2 ) x l O cm 2/sec t e f f D x 10 7 cm 2/sec 

1 1190 340 0.25 341 0.249 341 0.249 
2 1257 180 0.47 181 0.467 181 0.466 
3 1330 20 0.86 20.8 0.328 20.8 0.8?-"% 
4 1400 45 1.45 46.8 1.398 46.6 1.400 
5 1400 30 1.43 31.8 1.352 31.6 1.357 
6 1490 50 2.43 52.1 2.237 51.3 2.346 
7 1530 35 .65 36.5 2.536 36.4 2.551 
8 1565 20 3.58 21.8 3.278 21.6 3.279 
9 1597 20 4.48 21.9 4.087 21.7 4.129 
10 1330 45 0.85 46.4 0.820 46.4 0.820 
11 1400 4b 1.11 46.8 1.072 46.6 1.072 
12 1490 28 1.93 30.4 1.791 30.3 1.799 
13 1565 15 4.19 16.8 3.741 16.6 3.786 
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that values had converged adequately to the t ,, and 0 figures shown 
in the table. 

Values of D were used to deduce 0^ and AH of Eq. (30). In 
Figs. 41 and 42, ln[D/9 (1-9 )] vs 1/T is plotted for the poly-
crystalline samples and single crystal samples, respectively. Linear 

v -4 least squares fitting yielded D = 4.4x10 and AH = 11.7±3.0 Kcal/ 
mole for polycrystal1ine samples; 

3 = 4.4 x 10~ 4 9 (l-o ) exp(-11700/RT) (32) 

v -4 Similarly, for sinqle crystals J = 3.9x10 and AH = 13.0*10.2 <ca 1.' 
mole were obtained; 

D = 5.9 x 10~ 4 e (1-e ) exp(-13000/RT) (33) 

It should De noted tnat two separate experiments (No. 4 and Mo. 5 
in TaDle 11) were conducted at 1400*C for different annealing time; one 
for 30 mins. ana the other for 45 mins. Tnis was to chec< tne 
reproducioi1ity. As can oe seen in Table 11, tne values of 0 oatained 
are very close to eacn otner. 

In order to clearly demonstrate tne difference Detween single 
crystal and polycrystal1ine samples, one of tne 1400*C polycrystal1ine 
experiments (No. 4) and single crystal experiment No. 11 were conducted 
simultaneously. Tnis was acnieved ay simply stac<ing the single 
crystal diffusion couple on top of tne polycrystal 1 ine couple in a 
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crucible deeper than ordinary ones (see Fig. 43). A 0.005 in. thick 
rhenium foil was used to separate the two couples. By this arrange
ment, identical temperature history and all other conditions could be 
imposed to the two couples. The results show clearly that diffusion 
is slower in the single crystal (see No. 4 and No. 11 in Table 11). 
Tne difference is not very large because of the unusually large grain 
size (~200 um) of the polycrystal1ine samples. 

Since tne single crystal correlation has fewer data points and is 
not as good as the polycrystal1ine correlation, only Eq. (32) will be 
used in subsequent analysis. 
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5. DISCUSSION 
5.1 Comparison with Other Materials of Fluorite Structure 

Due to the similarity in their crystal structure it has been widely 
believed that UO, has the same type of crystal defect (anion vacancy) 
and diffusion mecnanism (vacancy) as Ce0 2 and Pu0 2 . However, this 
supposition has never been confirmed experimentally. On the contrary, 
thermodynamic studies favor the excess uranium model [39]. 

Since the stoichiometry and temperature were changed simultaneously 
in the present experiment, it is difficult to separate the stoichio
metry contribution to the enhanced diffusion at higher temperature. 
However, comparing the present data for U0- with existing data of 
stoichiometric U0 2 [1] at the same temperature, it is readily seen 
that the present data are almost two orders of magnitude higher tnan 
those of stoichiometric U0-. This effect can only be attributed to 
non-stoichiometry, thereby demonstrating the existence of defects in 
the anion sublattice, i.e., oxygen vacancies in UO, . Based on 
this fact the diffusion coefficient is analyzed in terms of vacancy 
contribution and migration energy. 

It is well Known from the random walk theory that for a vacancy 
mechanism the diffusion coefficient can be expressed as [49]: 

Dv - Do ev U - V exp(-AHv/RT) (35) 

where D*' is the pre-exponential factor, AH is the vacancy 

migration energy, e v i s vacancy concentration, and (l-Qy) is 

diffusion path probability. 
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In substantially hypostoichiometric UCL , the concentration of 
oxygen interstitials is negligible compared to vacancies, and therefore 
interstitial contribution to diffusion is also negligible. In 
addition, thermally generated vacancies are negligible. The analysis 
of the diffusion data in the previous chapter to yield Eqs. (32) and 
(33) was based on these two assumptions. 

Experimental results on Ce0 ? and Pu0 ? are compared with the 
present work at different stoichiometries in Table 12. For the present 
work the result of polycrystalline samples were used. It is seen that 
both tne activation energies and pre-exponential factors are in 
excellent agreement with those of Ce0 ? and PuCU . 

The current model is based on random walk theory with no interac
tion-; among defects, which is valid only for small nonstoichiometries. 
Therefore, the disagreement in Table 12 between CeO, g 0 and the 
remaining values is attributed to the large deviation in the stoichio-
metry of the former and therefore should be explained in terms of 
defect clustering or microdomains of ordered regions [i.2]. 
5.2 Oxygen Diffusion in Near-Stoichiometric U0p,+ 

5.2.1 Introduction 
As indicated earlier, there have been several studies [1,2,4,7] of 

oxygen diffusion in stoichiometric U0 ? and they are in reasonably 
good agreement. The diffusion mechanism, however, is not very well 
established primarily due to the lack of experimental data on vacancy 
migration. 



Table 12. Comparison of oxygen d i f f u s i o n in UC>2_X w i tn Ce02_x and PuC^-x-

X Ce0 2 _ x [12,13] Pu0 2 _ x [15 ] U0 2 _ x 

0.005 0.2xlO- 5 exp(- l0900/RT) 0.11xl0- 5exp(-lL7OO/RT) 
0.01 0.5xlO- 5exp(-11100/RT) 0.22xL0" ; )exp(-H700/RT) 
0.03 1.3xl0- 5exp(-11300/RT) 0.65xL0- 5exp(-11700/RT) 
0.05 L.6xl0- 5exp(-L0800/RT) 1.07xlO- 5 exp(-U700/RT) 
0.08 1.51xl0- 5exp(-11900/RT) 1.68xlO- 5exp(-11700/RT) 
0.2 6.16xl0- 6exp(-3600/RT) 
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In their early study Aus<ern et al. [2] simply assumed the 
applicability of the interstitialcy mechanism to stoichiometric UCL 
as well as to hyperstoichiometric U 0 2 + and calculated the energy to 
form Frenkel defects to be 70 kcal/mole, which was later supported by 
the heat capacity measurement of Szwarc [40]. More recently, Breitung [8] 
and Murch et al. [9] attempted to include both interstitial and vacancy 
contributions in the diffusion model. However, due to different 
estimates of the vacancy migration energy, their results were quite 
different, supporting interstitialcy and vacancy mechanisms, 
respectively. By theoretical calculation, Catlow et al. [16] ootained 
5.8 kcal/mole for tne energy of vacancy migration. Also calculated was 
a FrenKel energy of 11.5 kcal/mole. Assuming a vacancy mechanism in 
st;;chiometric U0 ? instead of an interstitialcy mechanism, these two 
theoretical values yielded a diffusion activation energy of 65.6 kcal/ 
mole, which was in good agreement with the experimental result. 

*.s can Je seen, the disagreements arise from lack of reliable data 
on vacancy miaration energy cr .pled with uncertainty in Frenkel energy. 

Since experimental results in U0_ are now available from the 
present work, 't should oe useful to look into this problem in detail. 
5.2.2 Diffusion Model 

Throughout the wor< it is assumed that the dominant defect in UO-,̂  
2±x 

is the anion Fren<el defect; Schottky defects are neglected. The 
defect model is based on the following relations: 

(1) Oefect formation: 
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0 Q • V i : V Q • 0,. (36) 

9 9. 
KF = T V Î r = ex P(4S F/R)exp(-aH F/RT) (37) 

where 0 = oxygen ion in regular lattice site 
V • = unoccupied interstitial site 
0. = oxygen in interstitial site 
V = vacancy in regular lattice site 

N N _ number of anion vacancies v v ,,„\ 
v ~ number of anion lattice sites N ~ 2N., l ' 

o U 
N number of interstitials i ,.q. 

i ~ number of interstitial sites = aN.. * ' 

N = number of anion vacancies/cc 
N|. = number of cation sites/cc 
N = number of anion sites/cc o 
AS- = entropy of Frenxel defect formation 
AH- = enti ny of "ren^el defect formation. 

r 
Tne number of available anion interstitial sites of uCL and U0„ is 

2 2-x 
equal to numoer of uranium atoms. In U0- + , however, as the number of 
interstitials increases, occupiaole interstitial sites gradually oecome 
selective, a is the parameter that accommodates this effect in U 0 ? + , 
for which Contamin et al. [3] developed the semi-empirical expression; 
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2 
3OT77 ( 4 0 ) 

(2+x)( l+10 X 

r o r UCL and UO- , a = l . 2 2-x ' 
(2) E l e c t r o n e u t r a l i t y : 

x = ae - 2e, (41) 

Solving Eqs. (37) and (41) for 9, and e 

-B * (B 2 - 4 A C ) 1 / 2
 ( 4 2 ) 

2A 

and 

e v = j (aei-x) (43) 

where 

A = § (1-KF) 

3 - K F (1 - f + j) -f (44) 

C = - KF(1 + f) 

Assuming that in U 0 ? ± (i) oxygen diffusion can proceed Py both 
vacancy and interstitia' migration simultaneously, and (ii) the move
ments of these two species are independent of each other, the total 
oxygen diffusion coefficient can De expressed as the sum of the two 
terms: 
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D = D ( v ) + D ( i ) ( 4 5> 

In substantially hypostoichlometric U0, , D,., = 0. Thus, fr 

Eq. (35) 

D = D(v) = ^ v ' 1 - 9 * 1 exp(-flHv/RT) (46) 

Similarly, in substantially hyperstoichiometric UO-^ , D, , = 0, 
2+x (v) ' 

and 

0 = J ( i ) = Dg e ^ l - ^ ) expf-aH^RT) (47) 

v -4 From tne present experiment, D = 4.4x10 and aH = 11.7 
<cal/mole were obtained. D and aH. were ootained by re-analyz-

0 1 J J 

ing the existing oxygen diffusion data of LICL+ . Only the data of 
Contamin et al. [3] and î urch [6] were used because their experimental 
methods were considered to be most accurate. 

In suostantially nyperstoichiometric U 0 2 + , the thermally generated 
interstitials are negligible. Thus, from Eq. (43), s = -. In 

I a 

rig. 44, -riLD^ J9.(l-e.)] is plotted vs. 1/T. Least squares ritting 
yielded D^ = 4.7xlO"3 and aH. = 21.8 ± 13.0 <cal/mole. Thus, 

D ( i ) = 4.7xlO"J 0 ^ 1 - 9 ^ exp(-21800/RT) (48) 

lombiniiig Eqs. (32), (48), and (45), 
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0 = 4.4xl0" 49 v(l-a v) exp(-11700/RT) + 4.7xl0" 3e i(l-« i) exp(-21800/RT) 
(49) 

Using tne computed code MINUIT, data for stoichiometric U0 ? were 
fitted to Eq. (49) combined with Eqs. (42) and (43) with a=l and x=o 
to obtain the Frenkel energy and entropy. Only the data of Marin 
et al. [1] were used; Data of Auskern et al. [2] and Roberts et al. [7] 
were excluded Decause of their unusually large pre-exponential factor 
whicn probably resulted from other rate controlling processes affecting 
tne gas-solid isotopic exchange method [1,6]. Also, the stoichio
metrics of tneir samples were not as close to 2.0 as those of Marin 
et al. [1]. 

Figure 45 shows the data points of Marin et al. [1] and the fitted 
curve (solid line) for &H p = 85.6 * 9.2 xcal/mole and aS F = 18.2 ± 7.2 e.u. 
These may be compared with Szwarc's calculation of aHr- = 71.3 ± 2.2 
<cal/mole and i>Sf = 14.8 ± 0.84 e.u. [40]. 

Also shown in Fig. 45 are the contribution of interstitials and 
vacancies, D,., and 0, *. At very low temperatures, vacancies are 
the primary species that contributes to the total diffusion in U0 ?. 
In the temperature range of 300-1800aC, however, neither of the species 
is completely predominant; and at HOO'C the contributions of the two 
species are approximately equal. ADove this temperature D,.>>D, ,, 
and below this temperature D(-i\<D(v\- The fractional contributions 
of the two species are depicted in the upper portion of Fig. 45. 

Since one of the two terms in Eq. (49) becomes negligible in a 
substantially nonstoichiometric region, this equation provides a 
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Figure 45. Fitted curve to the diffusion data of stoichiometric 
UOp using optimum values of Frenkel energy and entropy. 
Absolute and fractional contributions of interstatials 
and vacancies are also plotted. 
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unified diffusion model in U0 O J. for all stoichiometrics. However, 
it should be empnasized that the current model is valid only when the 
point defects are independent of each other. 

Using Eq. (49), diffusion coefficients in near-stoichiometric 
JO, and 00,^ were calculated and tne results are snown in 2-x d+x. 

Fig. 46 and Fig. 47, respectively. 
Compared to rig. 46, .'"lurch et al. i[9] predict 2-3 orders of 

'nagnitude higner values of D in U0 ? , due to tne low AH and nigh 
pre-exponential factor they employed. 
5.3 Excess Enthalpy and Frenxel Energy of UO^ 

It is well known that tne specific heat and tne enthalpy of U0 ? 

display unusually rapid increase from 1500°< to 3100°K [41-44], wnich 
cannot be explained by lattice vibrations. Szwarc L40l attributed all 
of this excess enthalpy to FrenKel disorder to deduce the Frenxel 
energy and entropy. Supporting this interpretation was the oxygen 
diffusion data in stoichiometric UO. with the assumption of an 
interstitialcy mechanism L 2 ] . However, in light of the present worx, 
the diffusion model snould be altered, thereby undermining Szwarc's 
nterpreation of the excess entnalpy. 

Recently, a series of attempts were made to re-interpret the excess 
entnalpy in terms of electronic excitation L 4 6 - 4 8 ] . Altnough quanti
tative results could not be obtained because the electronic structure 
of Ji> is not well established, it was demonstrated that the 
electronic contrioution to the enthalpy coulcl De significant. 

In tne Drevious section, the Frenxel energy of &H,. = 85.6 
<cal/mole and entropy of AS- = 13.2 e.u. were obtained oy fitting 
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che oxygen diffusion data of stoichiometric U0~ to the present mor<e]. 
This FrenKel energy is higher than Szwarc's calculation of 7L.3 kcal/ 
mole [40]. This means that the population of FrenKel defects is less 
than predicted by Szwarc's model and therefore their contribution to 
the excess enthalpy is also smaller. 

Her - !•_ ,jiL JI ,..i_' excess enthalpy i_> ,j.,icy to arise from th« 
electronic contribution. Therefore, the observed enthalpy, iH, of 
U0 ? can be written as: 

i H = A H p n + A H F r + A Hel ( 5 0> 

wnere AH , &Hp , aH , are enthalpy due to the lattice vibration, 
"ren<el disorder, and electronic exciation, respectively. 

Co.lecting data from various studies, Kerris< et al. [44] developed 
equations for enthalpy and he^t capacity of U0 ? that represent the 
data. Althougn they also attributed al' of the excess enthalpy to 
Fren<el disorder, the pnonon terms in their equations still represent 
tne low temper?*".ure data very well: 

i Hon = <1«{iex.n(e/T)-lj l - :e<p(9/29S)-l] _ i} + 

< ?(T* - 293 2) (51) 

;<\ere \, = 19.1450 cal ' .nole- < 

<., = 7.34733 x 1 0 - 4 cal/oiole-°< 

a = 535.235** . 

Tne -reiKe! disorder tern can ae derived as t40j: 
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aH. r = / T i H p e x p ^ ) exp(- ^ ) (52) 

where aH,- = 35.6 kcal/mole 

aS- = 18.2 e.u. 
r 

Maclnnes [46] calculated the electronic contribution by introducing 
two models using two-band structure; valence band and conduction band, 
witn a band gap of £ . Using standard technique of the semiconductor 
theory, the energy aDsoroed by the band structurr per unit volume at a 
given temperature was obtained as: 

E = J _ (2^)3/2 £,1/2 [ ( 3 , ( k T ) 5 / 2 + 

2it h o 

E g4)!(<T) 3 / 2] exp(-£g/2kT) (53) 

N . = number of electrons per unit volume in the valence band 
n Q = 2(2 1tm*KT/h 2) 3 / 2 

h = Planck's constant 

h = h/2ir 

m* = electronic ef lcct ive mass 

rn = electron mass. 
e 
Following Catlow [45], Maclnnes assumed that the valence band was 

comprised of 4f orbitals, and accordingly assigned 14 electrons to it. 
However, as Thorn et al. [47] indicated, to use 5f orbitals as the 
valence band may be more plausible than 4f. Thorn et al. [47] found 
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that two electrons could be assigned to the 5f orpitals. Using 5f 
orpitals for valence band in Eq. (53), AH ,(cal/mole) can be written 

M , = (inl)3/4 [1.789xl0- 3T 7 / 4 + el vm e 
6.003 x 10" 4 aE • T 3 / 4 ] exp(-aE/2RT) (54) 

aE is the electronic activation energy in cal/mcle. 
The reported enthalpy data [42,43] were fitted to Eq. (50) using 

Eqs. (51), (52), and (54),to obtain the optimum values of (m*/m ) *nd 
AE. In Fig. 43, the fitted aH curve and the data points are shown. 
Also shown are aH . , and the excess enthalpy aK„ (=aH-aH K). Fitting pn ex ph 3 

yielded (m*/m ) = 7.6±0.1 and aE = 45.0*0.9 kcal/mole, respectively. 
The aE value obtained is equivalent to a band gap of 2.0 ev, which is 
in good agreement with the reported values: 1.8-2.3 ev ootairsd from 
electrical conductivity data Letween 1400°K and 3000°i< [52] and 2.1 ev 
obtained from reflectivity data [53]. 

Electronic contribution aH , and Frentcel contrioution &H C are 
e i i r 

calculated seperately and shown in Fig. 49. 'Also snown on tne same 
temperature scale are the fractional contributions of the two effects; 
aH ,/aH and aHp r/aH e x. As temperature increases the fraction 
of electronic excitation decreases; at 3000°K it accounts for approx
imately 13 percent of the total excess enthalpy. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
1. Much faster oxygen diffusion in U0_ than in U0 ? was observed, 

which proves that the primary defect in U0 ? is the anion vacancy. 
2. The measured migration activation energy of the anion vacancy, 

11.7 <cal/mole, is lower than the migration energy of intersti-
tials. However, it is not as low as predicted by theoretical 
ca':ulation [16]. The activation energy and the pre-exponential 
factor of the oxygen diffusion coefficient are in good agreement 
with those of other materials of fluorite structure, e.g., CeO ?_ , 
PuO ? . This confirms the similar oxygen migration mechanisms 

in these matertials. 
3. In stoichiometric U0 ? and near-stoichiometric U 0 ? ± , both 

vacancies and interstitials contribute significantly to oxygen 
diffusion. At 1400°C, contributions of the two species are 
approximately equal in stoichiometric U0~. When T > 1400°C, the 
interstitial contribution is higher; when T < 1400°C, the vacancy 
contribution is higher. 

4. The Fren<el energy and entropy deduced from measured diffusivities 
in 'JO , U0 ? and U0,, are &H.- = 85.6 kcal/mole and 
iS. = 18.2 e.u. These values yield lower anion Frenxel defect 
concentration than predicted by Szwarc's model [40]. This devia
tion is consistent with the theory that not all of the excess 
enthalpy of L)0? can be attributed solely to the Fren<el disorder. 
Use of the iH p and tSr values determined in this study shows 
that at 3000°K electronic excitation can account for 13 percent of 
the excess enthalpy. 
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5. Mclnnes' [46] uwo-band model for electronic excitation is modified 
to quantify the electronic enthalpy. Data fitting yields a band 
gap of 2.0 ev, which is in good agreement with the reported 
values [52,53], and effective mass of conduction band electrons of 
7.6 n> . e 
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